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Please contact us first if you have any problems/questions/concerns. We will be happy to resolve any issues you may have in a cordial and
friendly manner.ShipmentItems will be shipped within 2 business days after the payment cleared.Attention here please:1.Wash before
wearing.2.Hand wash only in lukewarm water less than 30 Celsius degree.3.We guarantee the style is the same as shown in the pictures, but
not the same performance on different bodies as on the model. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
17,90 €

Discount -5,00 €

Ask a question about this product 
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ManufacturerFITTOO 

Description Material: 90% polyester 10% spandex.The leggings fabric is the softest material around. Nice air permeability, Strut your stuff in
style and while experiencing the highest level of comfort.Comfortable High Waistband, perfect for hide excess fat in your abdomen, Elastic
waistband will not dig into your skin and prevent yoga pants from moving up or down to protect your waist.Smooth and elastic fabric yoga
leggings fits you snugly, reduces irritation and eliminate chafing, moisture-wicking and quick dry. Breathable and wear-ability. Stay cool and
enjoyable pleasant exercise. The yoga pants is very easy to clean and easy to preserve.The running pants is very comfortable, even if the
stitches inside the pants, you hardly feel it, so it will not hurt your skin. It will be an essential piece of sport leggings for your everyday life and
exercise.Simple and stylish skinny pants, you can match any of your shirt, and make you get praise. Huge stretch and comfort is more suitable
for yoga, gym, running, exercise,daily wear or other movements, they will are your wise choice. 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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